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In recent years, giant African pouched rats (Cricetomys gambianus) have been
used successfully for detecting landmines in Mozambique. The rats are trained to
detect mines through the use of operant conditioning techniques, in which the
indicator response (stopping and digging) is rewarded (reinforced) with food when it
occurs within one meter of a landmine and not rewarded when it occurs under other
circumstances. Because handlers do not know the location of landmines when the
rats are used operationally, and therefore cannot ascertain if an indication response is
correct (near a mine) or incorrect, no rewards are delivered in actual demining. That
is, in operational use the rats work under extinction conditions. The present study,
conducted on a training minefield in Tanzania, evaluated the effects of repeated
extinction on the performance of nine rats trained to detect landmines. Five rats
worked in boxes (100 m2 areas) with one mine and four rats worked in boxes with
four mines.

Accuracy (percent mines detected) was good when rewards were

provided but declined fairly quickly under extinction conditions and recovered slowly
when rewards were reinstated. Arranging parallel training sessions in which rewards

were provided lessened the deleterious effects of extinction. These findings suggest
that it is unwise to use Cricetomys as mine detection animals for long periods under
extinction conditions and that arranging parallel reward training sessions, as is done
in actual demining, is an effective solution to lessening extinction effects.
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1
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Recent reports estimate that there are between 70-80 million landmines buried
among 70 countries and at least as many waiting to be buried (UNA-USA, 2006).
The impact of the problem is significant; between 15,000 and 20,000 people are
injured and killed by landmines each year and about 80% of these people are
civilians. The United Nation’s Children’s Fund (UNICEF) estimates that 30-40%
of landmine victims are under the age of 15 (UNICEF, 2006).
As a result of almost 30 years of war, landmines are a devastating problem in
Mozambique. The mines were left by government forces, Portuguese forces, and
opposing parties as the result of conflicts from 1964 to 1992. According to a
United Nations report, an estimated 20 people step on landmines every month in
Mozambique and, due in part to lack of adequate healthcare, 60% of those people
die (UN Report, 2009). Since the mid-90s, efforts have been made to clear
Mozambique of landmines but millions are left in the country.
Landmine removal has historically been taken on by humanitarian
organizations and government agencies, but these mine action organizations take
on more responsibility than removing landmines. Their work includes clearance of
mines and explosive remnants of war (ERWs), mine stockpile destruction, mine
risk education, advocacy, and victim assistance. There are two varieties of
landmines: anti-personnel and anti-vehicle mines. In 1997, a ban on anti-personnel
landmines was created and since that time more than 150 countries have joined the
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treaty and more than 40 million of these types of mines have been destroyed
(UNODA, 2012).
The Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining (GICHD) was
established by Switzerland and several other countries in 1998 to develop
effective strategies for humanitarian demining. In cooperation with the UN Mine
Action Service and mine-action experts, GICHD has developed the International
Mine Action Standards (IMAS), which prescribe appropriate methods for mine
detection and clearance, destruction and disposal of landmines, and mine-risk
education. These standards guide most aspects of humanitarian demining to this
day.
Mine clearance is categorized under two main techniques: military mine
clearance and humanitarian demining. In a combat zone, speed is vital and thus
military mine clearance employs techniques that detect and remove the mine in a
single action, but the rate of casualties is high. These techniques include
mechanical demining, carpet bombing, burning the land, or the use of mineclearing line charges. Humanitarian demining utilizes more thorough and timeintensive procedures so that the land may be safely handed over to locals for use.
Metal detectors are the most common method to landmine removal and are almost
always used in conjunction with another tool. The drawback to the use of metal
detectors is that they typically pick up about 1000 false positive objects (i.e. nonexplosive material) per mine found. Thus, the use of mechanical aides or animals
is common. Both dogs and rats are used to sniff out explosive chemicals, such as
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT), and are used in several countries.
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Mine Dog Detection
Humans have been aware of the superior scent detection capabilities of canines
for centuries but it was not until WWII that many countries began to exploit them
for military purposes. The Soviet Army used anti-mine dogs in WWII and the
United States trained about 2,000 dogs during this time (UNODA, 2012).
Afghanistan was one of the first countries to employ large mine dog detection
programs though others quickly followed. The GICHD has initiated a Mine Dog
Detection (MDD) project to develop international standards and guidelines for the
use of canines as mine detection animals (see Appendix A for an overview of
GICHD advisory services). The project focuses on conducting research necessary
to understand the strengths and limitations of animal scent detection. A major goal
of the program is to act as a platform for cooperation between research and
practice.
In 2005, in an effort to create international canine mine action standards,
GICHD compiled a research report comprising four case studies of five mine
detection dog facilities. It was reported that about 1,000 dogs were being used by
mine detection operations in more than 20 countries. The chosen training and
operational method selected varies widely across MDD teams. Generally, a dog
attached to either a long or a short lead rope is released into and searches a “box,”
which is the term used in humanitarian demining to describe a designated, marked
area (often 100 or 200 m2) that is being cleared of mines and other explosive
devices. The dog is released into a box attached to either a long or a short rope.
The trainer walks the dog inside the box in a pattern chosen by the agency or the
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trainer. The walking pattern may be in straight lines, loops, or random. MDD dogs
are taught through operant discrimination training to sit or stand next to the area
where a landmine is buried. This training involves reinforcing the indication
response (e.g., sitting) when it occurs near (e.g., within 1 m of) a defused
landmine and not reinforcing the response when it occurs elsewhere. In the
minefield, the only consequence for an indication response is that the dog is
removed from the box while the area is checked. Some agencies reinforce the
response if an object is found during the check, while other agencies withhold
reinforcement during operational searches. Typically, a training field is created
near the operational site which may be used before and after operational searches
to provide opportunities for reinforcement.
Mine detection dogs (MDD) are praised for their superior scent detection
capabilities, trainability, and affinity for humans. Mine detection dogs were not
widely used until the 1990s and it has been a major goal of international agencies
to ensure guidelines are created for the improvement of training and operations
(GICHD, 2005). Unfortunately, dog detection programs have not historically
shared data describing the performance of the animals. Many non-technical
articles have been published describing training methods and operational systems,
but few have reported on success rate or within- and between-dog reliability.
An early study conducted by Breland and Bailey (1971) trained two Labrador
Retrievers, through operant conditioning, to detect modified type M14
antipersonnel mines buried at varying depths in an open field. Upon the command
“move out” the dog walked down a lane marked on either side. The trained
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indication response was sitting next to the mine until cued to move. Results
indicated that that the dogs were much more accurate in detection of mines buried
at 1 in. than at 4 in. One dog, Pearl, found mines buried at 1 in. on 72.6% of trials
with false alarms on 2.1% of trials and found mines buried at 4 in. on 57.1% of
trials with false alarms on 42.9% of trials. The second dog, Son, found mines
buried at 1 in. on 64% of trials with false alarms on 23.8% of trials and found
mines buried at 4 in. on 47% of trials with false alarms on 47% of trials. The
authors speculated that indication accuracy may be affected by soil composition,
length of the grass, type of mine, the weather, and current motivation. These
results suggested that dogs may be trained for mine detection tasks but were by no
means confirmatory.
One recent study that shared specific performance data reported on
productivity of an MDD team working in Cambodia between 2000 and 2002
(Sophoan, 2003). It was reported that 12 mines were found in 2000, 52 in 2001
and 221 in 2002. There were, however, associated increases in the number of
square meters searched, indicating that the dog’s accuracy may not have improved
over the three years but only that more area was searched. Other studies support
the notion that dogs can be viable landmine detection tools, though the
descriptions of performance are typically vague and undefined (e.g. Hayter, 2003;
ICBL, 2001, RONCO, 2003; Sprinkel, 2002)
Anti-Persoonsmijnen Ontmijnende Product
Anti-Persoonsmijnen Ontmijnende Product (APOPO) is a Belgian nongovernmental organization (NGO) specializing in the application of rat scent
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detection technology to address pressing humanitarian needs. APOPO’s rats are
trained, using operant conditioning techniques, to detect landmines and
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the microorganism that causes tuberculosis (TB) in
human sputum samples and currently are used operationally for both landmine and
tuberculosis detection (e.g., Mahoney, Weetjens, Cox, Beyene, et al., 2011; Poling
Weetjens, Cox, Beyene, Sully, 2010b; Poling, Weetjens, Cox, Beyene, Sully,
2011). Pilot studies are currently underway to evaluate the feasibility of using the
rats to detect smuggled tobacco, salmonella infections, bed bugs, and living
humans buried in rubble. APOPO started using giant African pouched rats
(Cricetomys gambianus) for landmine detection in Mozambique in 2007.
APOPO’s influence in landmine clearance in Mozambique has proven significant;
in 2011, 1,683 landmines were found in Mozambique by various institutes and
326 of these were found by APOPO. APOPO’s mine action team comprises three
main units- the land survey team, the human demining team, and the mine
detection rat team.
The rats are trained at APOPO’s training facility in Morogoro, Tanzania and
are then transported to the operational sites in Mozambique. The mine detection
rats (MDR) team in Mozambique work on a training field as well as on actual
minefields (operational sites). The training field comprises several 100-m2, 200m2, and 400-m2 boxes indicated by ropes along each side. Within each box,
between zero and four deactivated landmines are buried. The rats are attached to a
rope (via a harness and lead) held by two handlers on either side of the box. The
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rats walk across these boxes and, upon an indication over a landmine, the trainer
clicks to signal reinforcement and food is delivered.
Giant African Pouched Rats (Cricetomys Gambianus)
APOPO started breeding and socializing giant African pouched rats
(Cricetomys gambianus) in the late 1990s in an effort to develop a model for their
use in demining. At that time, the rats were imported from Tanzania and research
was conducted in a laboratory located in Belgium in an effort to determine the
most efficient way to train and use the rats. Past research suggested that rats could
be trained for use in explosive detection (e.g. Nolan et al., 1978) and this
particular species seemed especially well-suited for several reasons. First, the
olfactory system of Cricetomys is highly sophisticated and results in superior
smelling capacity. This was confirmed through early testing at APOPO, which
found that the rats’ sensitivity to samples containing TNT, the explosive in most
mines, was very high (Verhagen, 2003). Second, the rats are native to East Africa
and are resistant to many local parasites and diseases. Third, the rats are highly
trainable and, once bred properly, are easily socialized. Finally, housing the rats is
inexpensive and manageable for a small organization like APOPO. The rats eat
food that is easily obtained (normally peanuts, tomatoes, avocado, and banana)
and live in small housing chambers. These factors made the rats ideal for
demining tasks.
Rat Training Protocol
APOPO trains the rats using operant conditioning in progressive stages, which
are described in detail in past publications [(e.g. Poling, Weetjens, Cox, Beyene,
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and Sully, 2010; Verhagen et al., 2003) (see Appendix B)]. In the first stage, the
rats are socialized to human contact, smells, and noises. The rats pass this stage
when they do not attempt to escape while being picked up and held by a human.
The rats are then trained to detect the scent of TNT. Since the rats’ behavior
cannot be directly reinforced while they are operating on the field, clicker training
is employed (Pryor, 2002). During this training, a click sound is established as a
conditioned reinforcer by delivering food immediately after an acoustical click. In
this way, the click is established as a reinforcer that may be used to condition
further behavior. It also becomes a discriminative stimulus to approach the food
hole, where the food is delivered. Later, the rat learns to approach the trainer, who
delivers the food item, upon the sound of the click. Once the rat reliably walks to
the food hole upon the sound of the click, the TNT is then placed under a hole in
the floor of the cage and the rats are trained to place their nose in the hole. The rat
is then conditioned, by progressively delaying the click, to remain with its nose
over the hole until the click sound is produced. The terminal target response
duration is approximately 5 s. The final stage in the experimental chamber is
discrimination training. Two additional holes are opened which also contain a teaegg, but absent of TNT, and the location of the TNT is distributed randomly
among the three holes.
The rat is then taken to an outdoor soil-floor box measuring 3 m x 3 m. Tea
eggs (i.e. tea bag material in the shape of an egg) containing TNT or a distracter
substance are placed on the top of the soil and, when the rat approaches a TNTpositive tea-egg, the trainer clicks and delivers the food. This stage continues until
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the rat approaches all positive tea-eggs in the box and remains there until the click.
The tea eggs (TNT-positive and TNT-negative) are then buried under the soil and
training to the same criterion is repeated. In the next phase, the rats are transported
daily to APOPO’s training field. The training field is divided into four stages: teaegg training, 3-meter, 5-meter, and advanced. In tea-egg training, the rat is trained
to walk the length of a 3-meter wide box. This differs from the previous training
with tea-eggs because the location of the search varies each day and the rat works
on a field rather than a mock soil floor. In the three-meter stage, the size of the
box is unchanged but the targets are buried defused mines rather than tea-eggs
containing TNT and in the five-meter stage the box is wider and the reinforcement
ratio decreases to about 85%. In advanced training, the rats search within 100-m2
and 200-m2 boxes.
Tests are administered between each phase to ensure 100% detection accuracy
and a low false alarm rate. During the advanced stage, the rats must pass a threepart series of double-blind testing to be certified as mine detection animals. These
tests require that the rat clear 400-m2, crossing at least eight mines, with zero
misses and no more than one false alarm.
Signal Detection Theory
Signal detection theory provides a means of quantifying responses in a
discrimination task and allows sensitivity and bias to be distinguished (see
McNicol, 2005/1972). The theory provides a useful framework to analyze the
mine detection rats’ performance because it allows for statistical and graphical
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representation of behavior and is understood by those outside the field of behavior
analysis.
In signal detection theory the odor of a mine is referred to as a signal while
other odors, such as those present from the soil or other buried objects, constitute
noise. The animal is presented with a number of odors, which are either arranged
in training or are naturally-occurring, and is trained to emit the indication response
in the presence of the positive stimulus (the S+ condition) and not emit the
response in the absence of the positive stimulus (the S- condition). In signal
detection theory, correct responses made in the presence of the S+ are called “hits”
while incorrect responses made in the absence of the S+ are called “false alarms”.
The total number of hits divided by the total number of opportunities for hits
provides the sensitivity of the tool, which in this case is the rat. The false alarm
rate, or number of incorrect indications within a specified arrangement, provides a
measure of the specificity. Sensitivity and specificity are common measures of the
indicative utility of a tool.
When calculating sensitivity and specificity, it is possible to incorporate data
from a single test result or repeated tests. In the case of mine detection by
animals, an area may be evaluated repeatedly by one animal or be evaluated by
multiple animals. Typically, 2-3 animals search an area of land and any indication
is rechecked using manually operated metal detectors. Combining animals in this
way maximizes sensitivity, though specificity is typically lower than when a
single animal is used. The acceptable range of sensitivity and specificity depends
upon what is being detected and for what purpose. In mine detection, it is crucial
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that the animals do not miss, or fail to indicate, the mines and thus sensitivity must
be very close to 100%. The specificity of the rats, or the probability that an
indication is made in the absence of a mine, should also be very good to warrant
the rats as an efficient mine clearance tool.
Past Research on Cricetomys as a Viable Mine Detection Technology
The International Mine Action Standards stipulate the level of performance
that must be achieved by accredited mine detection animals. For instance, all rats
must undergo a series of blind testing prior to being sent to a mine field. This
testing is conducted across 400-m2 (four 100-m2 boxes) and the rats must achieve
a sensitivity of 100% across eight mines with no more than one false alarm per
box. APOPO’s rats must pass this testing phase before they are deployed for
operational mine detection. In addition to these standards, APOPO assesses the
performance of the rats under various conditions, both on the training field and at
operational sites, in order to gauge and optimize rat performance. The following
experiments were conducted to this end.
In 2005, APOPO conducted an evaluation of nine rats working in 100-m2
boxes (Verhagen, Cox, Machangu, Weetjens, & Billet). Average sensitivity of the
rats, working in dry boxes and including indications within 2.4 m of the mine, was
84%. The rats searched 70 boxes and it was found that combined sensitivity was
100% in boxes with one mine but this figure decreased as the number of mines in
the box rose; at four mines sensitivity was 80%. No further testing was conducted
to evaluate why performance fell as the number of mines evaluated increased, but
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it is possible that satiation effects were observed across evaluation of the box,
suppressing responding.
Verhagen et al. (2006) described the performance of seven rats clearing five
areas of operational land in Mozambique. Using three rats per box, detection
accuracy was 100% and the average time to clear the box per 100-m2 was 32
minutes. Further, Poling, Weetjens, Cox, Beyene, Bach, and Sully (2011) reported
the performance of rats working on a minefield during 2009 and in searching
93,400 m2 of land the rats found 41 mines and 54 other explosive remnants of war
(ERWs). The area was searched using metal detectors after the rats had cleared a
section of land and this technique identified no additional mines. The average
false alarm rate per 100 m2 was 0.33.
These studies suggest that the rats are a fast and efficient mine detection tool,
though it is clear that the technology may be improved through careful planning
and research. One important factor is the lack of reinforcement available during
operational searches. On the operational field, it is unknown where the landmines
are located, so safe lanes are cleared first using metal detectors. These lanes
provide areas for the trainers to walk. Boxes are roped off for the rats to clear, but
since the location of landmines is unknown, there is no reinforcement for
indications (see Poling et al., 2010a, 2010b, 2011). For this reason, the rats are
rotated weekly between the training field and the operational site - half the rats
work on the operational site while the other half work on the training field. On
Saturdays, the groups are swapped. It is unclear whether this number of days in
training or operations is optimal. As APOPO’s MDR team takes on more land
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clearance responsibility, it remains important to use the rats as efficiently as
possible. Thus, it is important to determine whether performance of the rats on the
operational site degrades before the end of the operational week or, on the other
hand, whether the rats can be used for a greater number of operational days
without decreases in detection accuracy. In other words, how many days will the
rats operate, without reinforcement, before the hit rate decreases or the false alarm
rate increases?
Resistance to Extinction
Degradation of rat performance is expected as correct indications go
unreinforced and therefore of present interest is how this degradation may be
slowed or curbed altogether. Ferster and Skinner (1957) conducted much of the
early research describing effects of reinforcement schedules and learning history
on extinction. This research suggests that the speed of extinction effects may be
dependent upon a range of factors, including the conditions arranged during
reinforcement, the number of evaluations per day that go unreinforced, or the
presence of stimuli signaling each condition.
The partial-reinforcement-extinction (PRE) effect has also engendered a fair
amount of research. This effect describes the greater resistance to extinction that is
typically observed when only some occurrences of the response have been
reinforced rather than every response (e.g. Lerman & Iwata, 1996; Nevin, 1988).
This phenomenon is typically noted in contrast to continuous reinforcement,
which has been shown to result in much faster extinction effects (e.g. Ferster &
Skinner, 1957; Jenkins & Rigby, 1950). Additional research has found that the
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magnitude and delay of reinforcement prior to extinction (Lerman & Iwata, 1996)
and the schedule of reinforcement (Ferster & Skinner, 1957; Lerman & Iwata;
Lerman, Iwata, Shore, & Kahng, 1996; Okouchi, 2003; Spradlin, 1996) affect the
number of responses that occur after reinforcement is withdrawn.
Some studies have found greater resistance to extinction with fewer
acquisition trials during baseline (e.g. Seigel & Wagner, 1963), a longer history of
steady state responding, and longer reinforcement delays (e.g. Capaldi & Spivey,
1965). Research on behavioral momentum also describes the effects of baseline
conditions on extinction. Typically these studies are conducted using multiple
schedules and find that leaner schedules generally result in fewer measured
responses during extinction than denser schedules. This may appear to be in
contrast to the PRE phenomenon, but Nevin (1988) found that the discrepant
conclusions were likely due to the method of analysis used to describe changes
during extinction. Under multiple schedules, the effects of extinction grow more
complex; contingencies in one schedule can have various affects on the
contingencies on the second schedule, depending upon reinforcer timing, size, and
rate (e.g. Reynolds, 1968).
More recently, researchers have examined the effect of the amount of
reinforcement, the delay to reinforcement delivery, and the effects of stimulus
change. For example, Dulaney and Bell (2007) found that key pecking in pigeons
exposed to 8-s reinforcement availability was more resistant to extinction than the
group exposed to a 2-s reinforcement component. This study also found greater
resistance to extinction with pigeons exposed to an extinction condition in which
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the hopper and hopper light were still activated during extinction as compared to
the group in which these stimuli were not activated under extinction. Shull and
Grimes (2006) conducted a study that supported these findings with rats operating
a nose-peck key on a VI schedule. The results of this study demonstrated that
greater reinforcement, either a higher rate of food delivery or larger quantities per
reinforcer, produced greater resistance to extinction.
The transition from reinforcement to extinction also predicts how rapidly
responding will diminish. Reducing the reinforcement level gradually has been
shown to maintain performance longer under extinction while abruptly reducing
the reinforcement level has been shown to result in more rapid declines in
responding. Higher levels of variability are also often observed when a
reinforcement schedule is rapidly removed (e.g. Grow, Kelley, Roane, and
Shillingsburg, 2008; Morgan and Lee, 1996).
Performance on detection tasks is affected by the number of signals (i.e. the
S+ condition) that are encountered in a given session or day. Presumably,
extinction effects would be seen more rapidly under dense mine conditions due to
the simple fact that there would be more extinction trials within a short amount of
time. This would also likely lessen the possibility of spontaneous recovery, a
phenomenon in which the trained response is emitted at the beginning of a new
session once it has previously been suppressed by extinction (e.g. Lattal, Mullen,
& Abel, 2003).
An early study attempted to prevent extinction of a bar-pressing response
under a one-trial-per-day acquisition and extinction (Denny, 1959). In this setup,
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the experimenter put a rat in an experimental chamber with a lever. Following a
single lever press, a pellet of food was delivered and the lever was removed. The
rat was taken out shortly thereafter. During extinction, the same procedure was
followed except that no food pellet was delivered. In this setup, one response
occurred each day across 75 days, with a low and steady latency to the response.
In a second experiment, a new group of rats was trained to lever press five trials
per day. Under this condition, lever pressing in all animals underwent extinction in
less than 60 trials. Although no replication to this study was found, these results
may indicate that the mine detection rats’ performance can be expected to
maintain under low density mine conditions for a substantial number of days while
more rapid extinction effects may be observed under denser mine conditions.
Because APOPO’s rats are trained via a secondary reinforcer- the click soundthese conclusions are relevant only if the use of secondary reinforcement does not
affect extinction. During training, the click sound is followed by presentation of
the banana. However, the delay between the click and the food varies dependent
upon the rat’s behavior. For instance, the rat must respond to the click by orienting
and walking toward the trainer within 3 s if it is to receive food. However, the
distance between the trainer and the rat, and the speed at which the rat approaches
the trainer, determine the interval between the click and the food delivery. Thus,
the primary reinforcer typically follows 5 to 30 s after the click. A previous study
on this sort of secondary reinforcement found, however, that such delays did not
significantly affect the acquisition of responding or response patterns during
extinction (Williams, Friend, Nevill, & Archer, 2004).
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In summary, past research on extinction has found that baseline length,
reinforcement rates, and reinforcer amount can all affect resistance to extinction
(e.g. Ferster & Skinner, 1957; Lerman & Iwata, 1996; Nevin, 1988). Additionally,
the method of transition from baseline to extinction and the presence or absence of
stimuli signaling extinction can affect how rapidly responding declines (e.g.
Grow, Kelley, Roane, & Shillingsburg, 2008; Morgan & Lee, 1996).
Purpose of Experiment 1
To provide information relevant to the probable performance of Cricetomys
working under protracted extinction in operational demining, Experiment 1
compared the effects of high- versus low-concentration landmine areas on
detection accuracy under extinction conditions. These tests were conducted with
five rats in boxes containing one mine and four rats in boxes containing four
mines.
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CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENT 1
Methods
Subjects, Materials, and Setting
Fifteen adult Cricetomys were served as subjects during the selection phase.
These rats were bred in the kennels at APOPO. The rats have a long lifespan (up
to eight years in captivity). The average adult length is 71.12 cm from nose to tail
and average adult weight is between 1.5-1.8 kg. Since this research took place in
Tanzania, IACUC approval from the institution of the first author was not
required. APOPO’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee reviewed and
approved this research protocol (Appendix C).
Initially, a two-week long pre-testing phase was conducted with the rats to
identify rats that demonstrated high accuracy and low false alarms. These tests
were conducted on boxes containing two mines. Rats with less than 75% detection
accuracy or more than two false alarms in any given box within two weeks of the
start of the study were excluded. Rats that took more than 20 minutes to clear the
box were also excluded. This test identified 12 rats which were assigned to two
trainers and one note taker. All note takers were either mine field supervisors or
managers at APOPO. All trainers had been certified by APOPO and were selected
because they demonstrated good adherence to APOPO’s standard operating
procedures. Even so, one trainer team exhibited poor procedural integrity and so,
two weeks into the tests, the three rats from these trainers were dropped from the
study. Thus, nine field rats, each having at minimum three months training on
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100-m boxes, served as subjects. There were three female rats and six male rats.
Age varied from 1.8 to 3.6 years. These rats were divided among four trainers and
two note takers.
Materials included clickers to signal availability of the food, timers, data
sheets, and mine detection training box materials. Training box materials consisted
of a measuring tape that was stretched along the side of the box and a rope that
was stretched across the box and used to guide the rat as it walked in the box. The
rats were attached to the rope via a harness and lead cord and were able to walk
back and forth along the rope. The trainers held two measuring tapes between
them which were attached to the rat’s harness at zero. Thus, the exact location of
the rats’ indications could be determined through the coordinates of the measuring
tape value in the trainer’s hand and the measuring tape value at the trainer’s feet.
After the rat walked down the rope in one direction, the trainers took a 0.5-m side
step to have the rat walk in the other direction down the next lane of the box.
Trials took place in Morogoro, Tanzania on the APOPO mine training field,
which contains approximately 1,200 landmines buried in a fenced 70-acre site. In
this field, mines have been buried within 1002m boxes; some have markings to
indicate the location of the landmines and some do not. Those boxes without
markings were used for the purposes of these tests to provide single-blind testing
conditions. Ten boxes were used for the tests: six boxes containing one mine and
six boxes containing four mines.
Data were recorded on graph paper that depicted the box measurements (see
Appendix D for an example of a completed data sheet). Each test box was split up
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on the datasheet into 0.5 m x 0.5 m boxes. The boxes corresponding to the
location of the mines were shaded gray. The indication response was scratching
the ground for any length of time within one meter of the location of the landmine.
Upon a rat indication, the trainer informed the note taker who confirmed whether
to click and deliver the food, or not. This was done to ensure to ensure that the
trainer, who was blind to the location of the mines, could not unintentionally
deliver cues to the rat. The note taker also recorded instances of grooming, biting,
and turning around in the lane.
Experimental Design
A reversal design was used to evaluate whether detection accuracy under
extinction differed as a function of the number of opportunities for reinforcement
per day. All rats worked in one box per day (i.e. one session) and sessions were
conducted up to five days per week. The boxes worked in varied daily. Sessions
were not conducted on weekends, holidays, or days with heavy rain. Following the
two-week long pre-test, the rats were randomly split into two groups; one group
worked on boxes with one mine and the other group worked on boxes with four
mines. The order in which the rats worked was randomized each day, so that it
was not always the same rat working first. At this time, food intake was semicontrolled. The rats were fed at least two hours following training. Rats operating
in the boxes with one mine were given three (3 g) rodent food pellets (Test Diet
Omnitreat, 1050 Progress Dr., Richmond, IN, 47374) per day during the
reinforcement and extinction conditions and rats operating in boxes with four
mines were given two pellets during reinforcement conditions and three pellets
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during extinction conditions. Weights for all rats were taken each Monday and
Friday immediately prior to training.
Five rats operated in boxes with one mine until responding was stable at
100% accuracy under reinforcement conditions, followed by extinction days.
Extinction days continued until detection accuracy fell to 0% (the single mine was
missed) for two consecutive days or until extinction effects were apparent through
visual inspection. These conditions were repeated twice (ABAB design).
Four additional rats operated concurrently on boxes with four mines. During
baseline, these four rats were exposed to four-mine boxes until responding was
stable at or above 75% accuracy. Extinction days, which were conducted on the
same boxes, continued until the effects of reinforcement withdrawal were apparent
through visual inspection. This process was then repeated (ABAB design).
Low Concentration Boxes
Baseline data were recorded for each rat including the location of indications,
hits, misses, and topography of other behavior (e.g. biting, grooming, or turning
around in the lane). These data were then compared to performance during
extinction.
Upon a confirmed indication response at the location of a mine, the trainer
produced a click sound using a handheld clicker. If the rat began to approach the
trainer within 3 seconds of the click, the trainer delivered the banana. If the rat did
not approach the trainer within 3 seconds of the click, the trainer withheld food for
that trial. If a rat walked over a mine without indicating, the trainer continued
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clearing the rest of the box. Each rat was walked down a .5 meter lane of the box
only once.
Extinction test days were conducted as in baseline, except that no
reinforcement was delivered following a correct indication and the tests were
conducted using single-blind tests conditions: one supervisor recorded the location
of the indication and target, information or cues (other than rat indications) on the
location of the mines were withheld, and no visible signs around the test box
demonstrated the position of the target. Upon a rat indication, the trainer called out
the coordinates to the note taker. The note taker then informed the trainer of
whether to click (i.e., there was a hit) or withhold the click (i.e., there was a false
alarm). During extinction, the location of the mine was recorded but no
differential consequences were delivered. Extinction tests continued until accuracy
fell to 0%.
High Concentration Boxes
Baseline and extinction tests were conducted as with the low concentration
boxes group, except in boxes containing four mines. Extinction days continued until
detection accuracy fell at or below 25% for two consecutive days.
Interobserver Agreement
A second observer collected data during 21.3% of sessions on both rat and
trainer behavior. This was done to ensure reliable data collection and adherence to
procedures. The second observer agreed with the primary data collector on 98.1%
of rat indications.
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Procedural Integrity
Procedural integrity data were also collected on 1) whether the trainer called
out the indication location, 2) whether the note taker affirmed a “hit” within one
meter of the landmine, 3) whether the trainer delivered the click contingent upon a
correct rat indication, and 4) whether the reinforcer was delivered contingent upon
a correct rat indication. These behaviors were all emitted on 94.7% of trials.
Most of the “missed” trials were due to the trainer not calling out the indication.
In these cases the data collector would tell the trainer to click before the trainer
had identified the behavior as an indication.

Since the indication response,

scratching, was quite clear, this sequence did not affect the integrity of the
procedures.
Results
Hits
One-mine rats. Figure 1 shows percentage of hits per day during
reinforcement and extinction conditions for four rats exposed to one-mine boxes.
Each data point represents the percentage of hits in a box. Since there was only a
single mine in each box, accuracy was either 0 or 100%. During baseline,
accuracy remained high for all rats. A single mine was missed by Nijad in the
third baseline session while no other mines were missed. Upon removal of the
reinforcement contingency - the click followed by banana after a hit - responding
became highly variable for all rats within 2-5 sessions. All rats continued to emit
an indication response over the mine on some days during extinction, but failed to
indicate on about as many days as they indicated. Upon return to the
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reinforcement condition, performance for Toyota and Brenda remained variable
for 6-7 days before improving to baseline levels while performance for Nijad and
Bila recovered to 100% accuracy in 0 and 2 days, respectively. During this
second reinforcement condition, Nijad, who had also missed a mine during
baseline, missed a mine after two reinforcement days. Upon reversal back to
extinction, responding fell within 1-2 days for all rats except Bila, who maintained
100% accuracy for four days before performance fell to zero for three days.
Performance again improved shortly following the reversal to baseline for all four
rats. Bila missed a mine one day after reversal back to reinforcement and Brenda
missed a mine on two days during the first five days back to the reinforcement
condition.
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Figure 1. Percentage of hits in one-mine boxes.
Performance for the five rats in 100-m2 boxes containing one mine under
continuous reinforcement and extinction. Each data point represents performance
in one training box, thus accuracy was either 0 or 100.
Figure 2 shows the average percentage hits per day during reinforcement and
extinction for the five rats combined. To calculate these data, the daily average
was plotted across all days during each condition. Specifically, the daily average
during baseline was calculated from day 1…n and each day during extinction was
calculated from day 1…n. Displaying the data in this manner means that the
number of rats included in the data presentation is reduced across each condition,
but also elucidates the trends observed across all rats. This presentation method
shows clearly that responding was at 100% accuracy each day of baseline except
for one. Upon implementation of extinction, responding quickly fell below
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baseline levels and remained highly variable throughout this condition. The
reinforcement contingency was reinstated and it took several sessions for
responding to resume to baseline levels. Upon reversal to extinction, responding
fell after three days and remained below 60% accuracy until a reversal to the
reinforcement condition. Responding recovered more quickly than it had in the
previous reinforcement condition, resuming to 100% accuracy after five sessions.

Figure 2. Average percentage of hits in one-mine boxes.
Daily average for all five rats in 100-m2 boxes containing one mine under
continuous reinforcement and extinction. Each data point represents the average of
all rats on the nth day of the condition, thus there are an unequal number of rats
represented by data points as some rats were moved to the next condition.
Four-mine rats. Figure 3 shows the percentage of hits during reinforcement
and extinction conditions for four rats exposed to four-mine boxes. Each data
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point represents the percentage of hits in a box with four mines and all rats were
exposed to one box per day. During baseline, responding was variable and ranged
from 50-100% for all rats but then rose to 75-100%. During extinction, or the
removal of the click sound followed by banana, performance fell for all four rats.
Detection accuracy remained at or above 50% for the first seven sessions for
Evans and Mali and then fell to 0% for Mali and 25% for Evans before
reinforcement was reinstated. Performance decreases were seen more quickly for
Ndimalo and Bob. Detection accuracy fell below 50% on the second session for
Ndimalo and on the fifth session for Bob. All rats were then exposed to a reversal
to reinforcement. Under this condition, three out of four rats took 11-23 sessions
to regain baseline levels. All rats were then exposed to a second extinction
condition and performance fell within two sessions for all rats. When the
reinforcement condition was reinstated, performance rose back to baseline levels
within 2-5 sessions.
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Figure 3. Percentage of hits in four-mine boxes.
Percentage of hits for four rats operating on training boxes containing four mines
under continuous reinforcement and extinction. Each data point represents
performance in one training box.
Figure 4 represents the average data for each day of continuous
reinforcement and each day of extinction. Data were calculated in the same
manner as were the data for one-mine rats. The purpose of this visual display is to
illustrate more clearly the trends observed for individual rats under continuous
reinforcement and extinction. During baseline, average hits were 78.8% per day
(range 62.5-100). Upon removal of the reinforcement contingency, a steady
decline in responding was observed. Reinforcement was reinstated and it took
several sessions for responding to recover to baseline levels. Responding again
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diminished quickly under the second extinction condition and recovered more
quickly in the final continuous reinforcement condition. During this condition,
responding resumed to baseline levels after only two sessions.

Figure 4. Average percentage of hits in four-mine boxes.
Daily average for all four rats in 100-m2 boxes containing four mines under
continuous reinforcement and extinction. Each data point represents the average of
all rats on the nth day of the condition, thus each data point represents an unequal
number because rats were not always operating under the same conditions at the
same time.
False Alarms
One-mine rats. Figure 5 shows the number of false alarms per day for
each rat operating in 1-mine boxes. None of the rats emitted more than three false
alarms on any given day. During baseline, Mar and Enda did not emit any false
alarms while false alarms for Bila, Toyota, and Nijad ranged from zero to three.
For Bila, Toyota, and Nijad, extinction had no effect on false alarm rate but for
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both Mar and Enda, rates increased slightly. Three out of five false alarms by Mar
were emitted under extinction and one additional false alarm occurred when no
mines were present. Under reinforcement, Enda emitted no more than one false
alarm per box. However, under extinction and when no mines were present, this
increased to 2-3 false alarms on four days. False alarms rates did not change
significantly for any rat under the “no mine” condition, except that Enda’s false
alarm rate rose steadily.

Figure 5. Number of false alarms in one-mine boxes.
False alarms per 100-m2 for five rats operating in boxes containing one mine.
Four-mine rats. Figure 6 shows the number of false alarms per day for rats
operating in 4-mine boxes. The number of false alarms varied widely among the
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rats. During baseline, Ndimalo emitted an average of 0.33 (range 0-3) per day
while Malindi emitted an average of 1.1 (range 0-3) per day. During subsequent
conditions, false alarms did not relate systematically to the withdrawal or
reinstatement of reinforcement. For both rats, after baseline, typically between 0
and 1 false alarm were emitted each day except Ndimalo on one day emitted two
false alarms and one day emitted three while Mali on one day emitted two false
alarms. Evans and Bob emitted between 0 and 1 false alarm during baseline
except on one day Evans emitted two and on one day Bob emitted 3. The average
number of false alarms for Evans was 0 .8 and the average number for Bob was
0.4. During subsequent reinforcement and extinction conditions, false alarms
varied widely but did not appear to vary systematically with the current condition.
An increase in false alarms was observed with both rats after the 45th training day.
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During the condition in which boxes contained no mines, Ndimalo and Mali
did not emit any false alarms. Evans’ false alarm rate dropped during this
condition from an average of 5.1 in the final reinforcement condition to a daily
average of .8 (range 0-2) while Bob’s false alarm rate remained at an average of 2
per day (range 0-5).

Figure 6. Number of false alarms in four-mine boxes.
False alarms per 100-m2 for five rats operating in boxes containing one mine.
Discussion
Experiment 1 evaluated the performance of five rats in 1-mine boxes and four
rats in 4-mine boxes under reinforcement and extinction conditions. Results
demonstrated that performance under extinction was highly variable across both
groups. The group evaluating 1-mine boxes demonstrated high accuracy and
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stable performance during baseline. Upon withdrawal of the reinforcement
conditions, the rats’ performance, on average, fell in 3.1 days. For this group,
there was high carryover from the extinction condition to the reinforcement
condition in that performance remained variable after the reinforcement condition
was reinstated and in some cases several reinforcement sessions were necessary
for performance to recover to 100% accuracy. The performance of the group
evaluating four-mine boxes was moderately variable under reinforcement and was
highly variable under extinction conditions. Furthermore, it took even more
reinforcement sessions for responding to recover to baseline levels than was
necessary for the rats working in one-mine boxes.
There are at least two possible explanations for the poor detection accuracy of
the rats working in four-mine boxes. First, during training rats working in 4-mine
boxes received a maximum of four food deliveries while rats working in 1-mine
boxes received a maximum of one; thus, it is possible that the low performance
observed in higher concentration boxes was the result of satiation effects.
Unfortunately, reinforcement delivery was not tightly controlled - the trainers
hand-delivered the banana - and motivational variables were not measured during
experimentation, although such variables can certainly affect performance
(Michael, 2000; Laraway, Snycerski, Michael & Poling, 2003). A second possible
cause may be the learning history of the rats. The rats are trained primarily in low
concentration boxes, which reflect conditions in a typical minefield. Had the rats
been trained on higher concentration boxes prior to these tests, improved detection
accuracy may have been observed. Casual observation revealed a related
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possibility. It was often observed by the notetaker and the trainers that the rats
often held the food in their cheek, which is an unlearned response in this species
of rats. It is possible that the rats’ pouch reached a level of fullness that either
acted as a proprioceptive discriminative stimulus of a lower probability of
reinforcement (due to learning history) or that acted as an abolishing operation for
food reinforcement (due to species-specific motivational influences).
It is relevant that the rats utilized in this experiment were not experimental rats
and thus all aspects of conditioning were not controlled, including the schedules of
reinforcement prior to the start of this study. All of the rats were trained on boxes
with two mines for at least two weeks prior to the start of the study; however, the
number of mines, rate of reinforcement, and training schedule prior to this time is
unknown. Past research suggests that history effects, such as reinforcement rate,
can affect performance under extinction (e.g. Reed & Morgan, 2007), although it
seems unlikely that performance for all rats would be disrupted to such a high
degree by a very distant reinforcement rate.
There were some limitations to this study. First, as pointed out earlier, the
reinforcement delivery system was not tightly controlled. Second, the study was
conducted on a training field in Morogoro, Tanzania, rather than on the
operational site, and therefore did not account for the differences such as types of
mines, terrain, and weather. Third, the study did not control the number of
reinforcement trials, number of extinction trials, or the rate of reinforcement. Past
research suggests that the number of reinforcement trials and the reinforcement
rate affects resistance to extinction (e.g. Ferster & Skinner, 1957; Lerman &
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Iwata, 1996). Indications by the rats during the reinforcement condition may have
gone unreinforced if the indication time was too short or if the rat left the area
before the acoustical click, resulting in a lower reinforcement rate than the hit rate.
However, the size of the effect of reinforcement withdrawal for all rats suggests
that this explanation cannot fully account for the fast degradation of responding or
the long recovery.
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CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 1 demonstrated that the rats’ performance deteriorated quickly
upon removal of the reinforcement contingency. Experiment 2 was conducted in
effort to identify a workable reinforcement delivery system that could be
implemented on operational days. In the mine field, boxes may be saved, or new
boxes created, specifically for the purpose of providing reinforcement opportunities.
In such a scenario, the rats may work in the mine field, where the location of mines is
unknown, then be immediately transported to a nearby training field, where the
location of mines is known. This differs from the training field setup currently in use
in Mozambique because the rats would receive reinforcement on the same day that
they operate under extinction. Furthermore, the terrain and weather conditions would
be more similar under both the reinforcement and extinction conditions.
Past research indicates that responding suppressed due to extinction in one
condition may resume if reinforcers are presented in a second condition which shares
stimulus properties with the first. Reynolds (1964), for example, reinforced key
pecking on three keys colored red, green, and yellow. He then removed the
reinforcement contingency on one key and then a second key. Reinstatement of the
reinforcement contingency on a single key increased responding on that key but also
increased responding on the second and third key over time, even for two pigeons
whose response rates had previously been zero.
A molar perspective on behavior might suggest that extinction is not a loss of
response strength but rather the outcome of discrimination (Baum, 2012). Under this
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view, the organism is conditioned to match the allocation of time spent engaging in
activities with the level of reinforcement associated with those activities. In the case
of mine detection animals, these discriminations are of particular importance with
regard to the training and operational sites. Upon entering a training box, many
stimuli are present which signal the availability of reinforcement. For example, the
trainer may be wearing different attire, the sight or smell of the reinforcers may be
present, or there may be more conversation in the immediate surroundings. When
entering an operational box, on the other hand, these stimuli which have been
associated with reinforcement are largely absent and, therefore, a lower probability of
responding may be expected. Under the molar view of extinction, these effects may
be curtailed if the discriminability between extinction and reinforcement conditions is
obscured.
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to evaluate a similar procedure to that used
by Reynolds (1967) to evaluate mine detection rat performance under extinction
when the reinforcement condition resembled the extinction condition except for a
temporal delay of approximately 1 hour.
Methods
Subjects, Materials, and Setting
Three of the rats from Experiment 1, Bila, Ndimalo, and Enda served as
subjects in this experiment. Materials, setting, box setup, and data recording methods
remained the same as in Experiment 1, except that all three rats operated in boxes
containing 0, 1, 2, or 3 mines. The rats were exposed to 4-6 boxes of each type and
box type sequence was conducted in quasi-random order. Boxes with either 1 or 2
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mines were used about three times as often (15 and 14 times, respectively) as boxes
with 0 or 3 mines (4 and 5 times, respectively).
Prior to the start of the study, all rats evaluated all boxes under one-box-perday conditions for 12 days. The rats were subsequently exposed to the two-box-perday condition for eight days prior to beginning baseline data collection. The purpose
of this interim period was to ensure that moving from one box per day to two boxes
per day did not disrupt performance on the first box or yield poor performance on the
second box.
Experimental Design
A multiple baseline across subjects design was implemented. All rats were
exposed to the same boxes each day. Enda was exposed to the extinction condition
first, then Ndimalo, then Bila. All three rats completed the first box prior to moving to
the second box. Any box type was available to be selected for the first and second
evaluation. For instance, if a 1-mine box was selected to be used first, the next box
might still contain 1 mine, or 0, 2, or 3 mines.
Results
Figure 7 shows data for the three rats across baseline and extinction (in Box 1
only). The closed squares represent performance in the first box, which was evaluated
under continuous reinforcement during pre-training and baseline and under extinction
in the partial extinction condition. The closed triangles represent performance in the
second box, which was evaluated under continuous reinforcement conditions
throughout pre-training, baseline, and the partial extinction condition. On some days,
one of the boxes contained zero mines and no data point is shown on these days. This
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was the case on four days; one two days no mines were present in the first box and on
two days no mines were present in the second box. During pre-baseline training, all
three rats missed at least one mine in the first two days of training. Performance
improved across subsequent days and was at 100% accuracy at the start of baseline.
During baseline, one mine was missed by Ndimalo. Both Enda and Bila indicated
this mine and all others. Enda was exposed to the extinction phase first. During the
extinction condition, Enda missed two mines on two separate days, one in the first
box and one in the second box. Her performance remained at 100% accuracy for the
last four days of training. Ndimalo missed one mine during the extinction condition,
on the third day and in the first box. Bila also missed a single mine during the
extinction phase but in the second box. All mines were indicated by at least two rats,
suggesting that misses were due to rat-specific idiosyncrasies and not due to box
idiosyncrasies, weather patterns, or some other extraneous variable.
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Figure 7. Percentage of hits under CRS and partial-extinction.
Percentages of hits per 100-m2. The first box cleared each day is depicted by closed
squares and the second box cleared is depicted by closed triangles. During Pretraining and baseline, a continuous reinforcement schedule was in effect. During the
third phase the rats were exposed to extinction on the first box and continuous
reinforcement in the second box.
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Group data for these rats are displayed in Figure 8. As in the previous experiment,
the average number of hits per day under each condition was calculated to further
illustrate the effect of removal of the reinforcement contingency. Following pretraining, accuracy remained at 100% throughout baseline except for one day on box
two. In the final condition, the reinforcement contingency was removed on the first
box and hits were reinforced only on the second box. Under this condition,
responding was initially more variable under both the extinction and reinforcement
contingency but returned to 100% accuracy and remained at 100% for the last seven
sessions of the experiment.

Figure 8. Average percentage of hits across all days under CRS and partialextinction.
Daily average for all three rats in 100-m2 boxes containing 0-4 mines under
continuous reinforcement and continuous reinforcement+extinction. Each data
point represents the average of all rats on the nth day of the condition, thus each
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data point represents an unequal number because rats were not always operating
under the same conditions at the same time.
Discussion
Experiment 2 evaluated the effects of reinforcement delivery in an adjunct
reinforcement condition on performance under an extinction condition. Experiment 1
demonstrated that mine detection accuracy degraded quickly for five rats when
reinforcement was withheld. The aim of this experiment was to identify a workable
system that will maintain highly accurate performance under operational demining
conditions when reinforcement is not possible. In a pre-baseline phase, during which
the rats were exposed to two boxes rather than one as had previously been the case,
responding was initially variable but improved across the first five days of training.
Baseline was then conducted for a different number of days for each rat and
performance remained high and stable. During the extinction phase, the rats operated
under extinction in the first box and under reinforcement conditions in the second
box. Results revealed that more mines were missed in both the first and second box
than in baseline. During baseline, 41 mines were passed in total and a single mine
was missed (97.6% detection accuracy) while in the partial-extinction condition, 47
mines were passed by in total and there were four misses (91.5% average detection
accuracy).
Of particular interest is how the rats performed in the first box, since this box is
meant to emulate an operational box on the minefield. During baseline, one mine was
missed in the second box, yielding 100% detection accuracy across 17 mines for all
three rats in the first box. When reinforcement was withdrawn in the first box, 2 of 19
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mines passed over were missed, yielding a detection accuracy of 89.5%. As a group,
rat performance was maintained at levels acceptable for demining- every mine was
indicated by at least two rats. Furthermore, the overall time taken to clear the boxes
improved over the course of this experiment, suggesting that working in two boxes,
rather than one, results in more optimal performance. When evaluated relative to
Experiment 1, these data suggest that configuring reinforcement on a second training
box following operations may produce more stable performance when reinforcement
on the mine field is not possible. However, declines in performance were still
observed and thus further experimentation is warranted. The most obvious future
experiment would call for obscuring further any stimulus change which might signal
between extinction and reinforcement- in this case, the order of condition
presentation. A simple procedure would be to randomize the condition presentation
order such that on some days the rats are exposed to the reinforcement condition first
and on some days they are exposed to the extinction condition first. Some of the
limitations to this study might also be addressed by future research, including the
amount of reinforcement delivered and the timing between the response and the
reinforcer delivery.
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CHAPTER IV
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The purpose of these experiments was to identify a workable system to maintain
acceptable sensitivity in landmine detection under conditions in which reinforcement
must be withheld. Experiment 1 demonstrated that detection accuracy declined
rapidly under extinction conditions for rats operating in both 1-mine boxes and 4mine boxes. Experiment 2 demonstrated that, for three rats, performance was highly
accurate and stable across a two-box-per-day condition and accuracy remained above
90% when reinforcement was withdrawn in the second box. These results suggest that
creating a training area near the mine field, in an area that resembles closely the
operational site, might maintain rat performance by minimizing the effects of
withholding reinforcement.
It is important to note that the data presented herein are experimental in nature
and do not reflect APOPO’s operational outcomes. As reviewed in the introduction,
past research suggests that the mine rats are accurate in operational searches (e.g.
Verhagen et al., 2006; Poling et al, 2010b). There are several differences between the
current study and the operational setup. First, this study evaluated the performance of
the rats in boxes containing either one mine or four mines, creating an analogue of
entirely high density or entirely low density mine areas. Verhagen et al. (2003),
however, described operational results in which the rats passed over an average of
0.04 mines per 100-m2 box, which probably more closely resembles a typical mine
clearance scenario. Presumably, extinction effects would differ under conditions of
low and variable mine density. Second, operational standards require that the rats be
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regularly exposed to reinforcement opportunities on a training field. Thus, the rats
would not remain in the extinction condition for the length of time suggested by these
tests. The effects of shorter exposures to extinction under conditions where the
density of mines is variable but low overall, as in an actual minefield, remain to be
determined.
As discussed, performance under extinction is influenced by a number of
environmental variables, including the number of responses emitted without
reinforcement and the arrangement of reinforcement contingencies prior to extinction.
These studies identified a training issue that may be encountered in animal training
facilities and identified a solution. A major goal of this work was to lay the
groundwork necessary for further experimentation on extinction effects in real-world
applications with scent detection animals. It was found that performance under
extinction degraded rapidly, as would be expected in a laboratory setting. However,
without translational research such as that presented herein, laboratory findings are of
no practical use. Furthermore, putting research into practice is highly rewarding when
the results may inform humanitarian endeavors.
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Appendix A
Advisory Committee Services for the Training and Dissemination of Mine
Detection Animals
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1

Training and Advisory Services: Animal Detection

The GICHD has undertaken considerable research to improve the way animals (dogs
and rats) can be used in mine clearance, resulting in improved training and test
methods; better understanding of the scope of the animal detection and in revised
international standards. The Centre has become a focal point for animal detection in
the humanitarian demining community. Advisory services are offered in:
•

Advice and operational support to demining organisations using animals for
detection

•

Assistance in establishing national test and accreditation systems

•

Assistance and support to organisations using or wanting to use Remote
Explosive Scent Tracing (REST)

•

Targeted research on optimal application of REST

•

Assistance to the research community on the need for research and prioritising
research requirements

•

Professional interface between operational demining organisations and
research communities

Training and advisory services are offered in:
•

Training of mine dog detection components as part of capacity building in
animal detection

Training and advice is tailored to the needs of each programme. Training services will
typically stretch over several months or years; in contrast to regular training courses
which are usually a few days to a few weeks. Shorter courses on the use of animals in
humanitarian mine clearance can be arranged on request.
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Appendix B
Mine Detection Rat Training Sequence
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Appendix C
Institutional Animal Care and Use Approval Form
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Western Michigan University
Graduate College
Kalamazoo, MI

th

4 August 2011

RE: IACUC APPROVAL OF APOPO’S RAT INSTITUTIONAL PROTOCOL
This letter affirms that APOPO’s ‘Rat for Detecting Landmines’ project has been
approved by the organization's Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. The
Institutional Animal Use Protocol Number is 2011-06. Specifically, the IACUC has
reviewed the relevant Animal Research Protocol for technical, scientific, ethical, and
legal merit and recommends the project for commencement.
The care and use of animals, specifically 10 giant African pouched Rats (Cricetomys
gambianus) will be conducted in accordance with the US National Research Council’s
1996 Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and applicable Federal and
DoD regulations.

Dr. Rhodes Makundi
Director, Pest Management Centre
Chairman, APOPO IACUC
Sokoine University of Agriculture
Morogoro Tanzania
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Appendix D
Example of a Completed Data Sheet
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